Objective—To evaluate equine IgG as a treatment for kittens with failure of passive transfer of immunity (FPT).

Animals—13 specific pathogen-free queens and their 77 kittens.

Procedure—Kittens were randomized at birth into 9 treatment groups. One group contained colostrum-fed (nursing) kittens; the other groups contained colostrum-deprived kittens that were administered supplemental feline or equine IgG PO or SC during the first 12 hours after birth. Blood samples were collected at serial time points from birth to 56 days of age for determination of serum IgG concentrations. The capacity of equine IgG to opsonize bacteria for phagocytosis by feline neutrophils was determined via flow cytometry.

Results—Kittens that received feline or equine IgG SC had significantly higher serum IgG concentrations than those of kittens that received the supplements PO. In kittens that were administered supplemental IgG SC, serum IgG concentrations were considered adequate for protection against infection. The half-life of IgG in kittens treated with equine IgG was shorter than that in kittens treated with feline IgG. Feline IgG significantly enhanced the phagocytosis of bacteria by feline neutrophils, but equine IgG did not.

Conclusions and Clinical Relevance—Serum concentrations of equine IgG that are considered protective against infection are easily attained in kittens, but the failure of these antibodies to promote bacterial phagocytosis in vitro suggests that equine IgG may be an inappropriate treatment for FPT in kittens. (Am J Vet Res 2003;64:969–975)

Prior to development of adaptive immunity, passive transfer of maternal antibodies plays an important role in providing neonates with protection against infectious diseases during the first few weeks of life. Similar to neonates of many mammalian species, neonatal kittens rely on ingestion of colostrum for passive transfer of maternal antibodies. During the first 24 hours after birth, a nonselective macromolecular transport mechanism in the small intestine of neonates transfers intact colostral immunoglobulins and other proteins from the intestinal lumen into the circulation. Thereafter, closure of this absorption pathway occurs, which effectively terminates passive acquisition of humoral immunity. In addition to this nonselective mechanism for passive transfer of immunity, neonatal enterocytes possess a receptor-mediated mechanism specific for IgG transport. This receptor (FcγRn) selectively binds the Fc portion of IgG for transport from the intestinal lumen into the circulation without degradation.

Neonates that fail to acquire adequate amounts of antibodies prior to cessation of intestinal absorption are at significant risk for infection. Failure of passive transfer of immunity (FPT) is a well-documented cause of infection-related illness and death in large animal neonates. The economic impact of FPT has led to the development of several immunoglobulin supplements for prevention and treatment of FPT in large animal neonates. In contrast, there are few published reports of studies involving administration of immunoglobulins to small animal neonates. In a study, parenteral administration of adult cat serum successfully corrected serum IgG deficiencies in newborn kittens with FPT resulting from colostrum deprivation. However, the use of adult cat serum as a source of supplemental immunoglobulins requires collection of large volumes of blood from multiple donors that have been screened for infectious diseases and tested for compatibility of blood types. A more ideal supplement would be a commercial source of concentrated IgG, such as those used for large animal neonates that is available in large quantities, is relatively inexpensive, has a long shelf life, and is effective when administered in small volumes.

The findings of several studies indicate that oral administration of antibodies from another species (ie, foreign) to large animal neonates within 24 hours of birth results in absorption of those antibodies; moreover, protection against diseases common to the donor and recipient species is provided. In newborn kittens, the absorption of foreign antibodies after oral administration has also been reported. Collectively, these findings suggest the feasibility of administering a commercial preparation of foreign IgG to neonatal kittens to provide supplemental IgG as an alternative to administration of adult cat serum. The purpose of the study reported here was to evaluate the efficacy of a commercial preparation of equine IgG that is licensed for treatment of FPT in foals as a source of supplemental immunoglobulin for neonatal kittens with FPT. Passive transfer of immunity in colostrum-deprived newborn kittens that received either a feline or equine IgG supplement was compared with that in colostrum-fed (nursing) kittens. In addition, the capacity of equine IgG to opsonize bacteria for phagocytosis by feline neutrophils was determined in vitro to...
assess the potential immune function of the foreign IgG in kittens.

Materials and Methods

Reagents—Commercial preparations of propidium iodide (PI, P4170), 0.4% trypan blue (T8154), parafomide-hyde (P6148), and tryptic soy broth (T8097) were used in our study. Commercial preparations of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated polyclonal anti-feline IgG and FITC-conjugated polyclonal anti-equine IgG were used in the indirect immunofluorescence assay. These antibodies recognize IgG heavy and light chains. Magnesium- and calcium-free phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBSS; pH 7.2) was prepared by conventional techniques.

Animals—Thirteen blood type-A specific pathogen-free queens and their 77 kittens (in 16 litters) were included in the study. Queens were under constant observation during the final days of gestation, and all deliveries were attended. The research protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and was conducted in facilities accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.

Treatment groups—Kittens were removed from the queens immediately after birth to prevent suckling and ingestion of colostrum. Kittens in each litter were randomly assigned to 1 of 9 treatment groups; kittens in these groupings were colostrum fed (n = 12), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 400 mg of feline IgG PO (8), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 800 mg of feline IgG PO (9), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 400 mg of feline IgG SC (8), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 800 mg of feline IgG SC (9), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 400 mg of equine IgG PO (8), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 800 mg of equine IgG PO (9), colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 800 mg of equine IgG SC (8), or colostrum deprived but given a supplement of 800 mg of equine IgG SC (9). Kittens in the colostrum-fed group were returned to their queens to nurse after blood samples were obtained. All other kittens were fed a milk replacer for 48 hours to assure colostrum deprivation before being returned to their queens and allowed to suckle normally for the duration of the study.

Feline and equine IgG supplements—A pooled collection of serum (2,100 mg of IgG/dL) was prepared from blood samples obtained from blood type-A adult cats in the research colony. Aliquots of lyophilized serum containing 400 mg of IgG each were prepared from the serum pool by a commercial manufacturer. The final product was endotoxin-free as determined by the Limulus amebocyte lysate assay, and the final product by the amount of IgG (mg) administered, and multiplying the product by the amount of IgG (mg) administered, and multiplying the resulting value by 100. The blood volume of kittens was estimated on the basis of liver weight. To calculate the % AEA, it was assumed that there were equal proportions of IgG in the intravascular and extravascular pools, as determined in neonatal foals after colostrum ingestion.

Determination of apparent efficiency of IgG absorption—for each kitten that received supplemental IgG, the apparent efficiency of absorption (% AEA) of IgG was calculated by multiplying the estimated blood volume (mL) by the peak serum IgG concentration (mg/mL), dividing the product by the amount of IgG (mg) administered, and multiplying the resulting value by 100. The blood volume of kittens was estimated on the basis of liver weight. To calculate the % AEA, it was assumed that there were equal proportions of IgG in the intravascular and extravascular pools, as determined in neonatal foals after colostrum ingestion.

Determination of the half-life of IgG—The biological half-life (T½) of feline or equine IgG in each kitten was determined from linear regression curves generated by plotting the natural logarithm (Ln) of serum IgG concentrations against time. For colostrum-fed kittens and colostrum-deprived kittens that received supplemental feline IgG, the time points extended from the time of the highest concentration (peak) to the time of the lowest concentration (nadir) of feline IgG in the serum. For colostrum-deprived kittens that received supplemental equine IgG, the time points extended from the peak concentration to the lowest detectable concentration of equine IgG in the serum. The T½ value was calculated as Ln 2 divided by the slope of the regression line (b). A pool of sterile blood type-A specific pathogen-free adult cats was obtained from a kitten with sepsis; after growth in tryptic soy broth for 18 hours at 37°C, the concentration of bacteria was determined by colony counts on serial dilutions of the culture. The bacteria were heat killed at 70°C for 60 minutes, washed, and resuspended to the original volume in sterile PBSS containing 100 µg of PI/mL. After incubation at 23°C for 60 minutes, the PI-labeled bacteria were washed and resuspended in sterile PHBS to a concentration of 1 X 10⁶ cells/mL. Aliquots of the labeled bacteria were protected from light exposure during storage at 4°C and warmed to 23°C prior to use.

Indirect immunofluorescence assay—An indirect immunofluorescence assay was used to verify the presence of S aureus-specific antibodies in the feline and equine IgG supplements. Each IgG supplement was diluted in sterile PBSS to a concentration of 20 µg of IgG/mL. 100-µL aliquots were added to tubes containing 100 µL (1 X 10⁶ cells) of PI-labeled S aureus. Control tubes contained bacteria only. After incubation at 4°C for 30 minutes, the samples were washed with sterile PBSS and the cell pellets resuspended in 20 µL of either undiluted FITC-conjugated anti-feline IgG or FITC-conjugated anti-equine IgG. After incubation at 4°C for 30 minutes, the samples were washed; cell pellets were resuspended in 100 µL of sterile PBSS, and aliquots were removed for immunofluorescent microscopy.

Opsonophagocytosis assay—The bacterial opsonization capacities of the feline and equine IgG supplements were determined by exposing donor neutrophils from an adult cat to PI-labeled bacteria that had been preincubated with feline or equine IgG, followed by flow cytometric measurement of bac-
terial phagocytosis by the neutrophils. Starting at a concentra-
tion of 20 mg of IgG/mL, serial 2-fold dilutions of the feline and equine IgG supernatants were prepared in an agammaglobulinemic serum pool obtained from blood from colostrum-deprived kittens. Fifteen µL of each dilution was added to 15 µL of PI-labeled S. aureus bacteria (1.5 × 10⁷ bacteria) and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. Control tubes contained bacteria with sterile PBSS or agammaglobulinemic serum. Donor leukocytes were prepared by density gradient centrifugation of heparinized blood that was collected from an adult cat in the research colony. The donor leukocytes were suspended in sterile PBSS to a concentration of 5 × 10⁹ cells/mL, and 100-µL aliquots (3 × 10⁶ cells) were added to the opsonized bacteria to achieve a bacteria-to-leukocyte ratio of 30:1. The samples were incubated with continuous mixing for 30 minutes at 37°C, placed on ice to stop phagocytosis, and fixed by the addition of 500 µL of ice-cold 0.5% paraformaldehyde in PBSS. Extracellular fluorescence was quenched by the addition of 10 µL of 0.4% trypan blue. The samples were protected from light exposure and stored on ice; within 2 hours of preparation, flow cytometric analysis was performed.

Analysis via flow cytometry—The samples from the opsonophagocytosis assay were acquired on a flow cytometer equipped with a 488-nm argon-ion laser for excitation and 15 mW of power. Density cytograms were generated by linear amplification of the signals in the forward scatter and side scatter channels. Fluorescence cytograms were based on a 4-decade logarithmic amplification of signals in the FL2 channel (585-nm filter with a 42-nm band). Neutrophils were selectively analyzed on the basis of their size and complexity in the density cytogram, and data from acquisition of 10,000 events/sample were processed by computer software.

Statistical analyses—Data are reported as mean ± SD. Proportions of male or female kittens were compared among groups with the χ² test. Among treatment groups, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used for comparisons of birth weights, IgG doses, serum IgG concentrations at each time point, % AEA, and IgG T½ values; Mann-Whitney U rank sum tests were used for comparisons of the percentage of neutrophils that phagocytosed bacteria. Simple linear regression was used to calculate correlation coefficients (r) for colostrum IgG concentration in the queens versus serum IgG concentration in the colostrum-fed kittens. For all tests, P values < 0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Serum and colostrum IgG concentrations in the queens—At parturition, mean ± SD serum IgG concentration of the queens was 1,574 ± 472 mg/dL (range, 800 to 2,500 mg/dL). Mean colostrum IgG concentration was 6,995 ± 2,279 mg/dL (range, 2,760 to 10,000 mg/dL).

Treatment groups—Birth weights of kittens ranged from 77 to 143 g (mean, 111 ± 12 g). There were no significant differences among treatment groups with regard to the proportions of male and female kittens (P = 1.0) or mean birth weights (P = 0.6). Because all of the kittens that were given a supplement received a fixed dose of feline or equine IgG, the differences in birth weights resulted in differences in the amount of IgG administered per kg of body weight. However, the mean doses of IgG were not significantly different between groups that received 400 mg of feline (3,466 ± 209 mg/kg) or equine IgG (3,537 ± 492 mg/kg) PO (P = 0.7) or between groups that received 400 mg of feline (3,582 ± 333 mg/kg) or equine IgG (3,736 ± 562 mg/kg) SC (P = 0.5). Similarly, the mean doses of IgG were not significantly different between groups that received 800 mg of feline (7,504 ± 601 mg/kg) or equine IgG (7,227 ± 612 mg/kg) PO (P = 0.4) or between groups that received 800 mg of feline (7,254 ± 289 mg/kg) or equine IgG (7,740 ± 817 mg/kg) SC (P = 0.2). None of the kittens had detectable serum IgG at birth. All kittens remained healthy for the duration of the study.

Comparison of variables among treatment groups—The minimum serum IgG concentration considered adequate for protection against infection in foals⁵ and goat kids⁶ is 800 mg/dL, whereas that for calves is 1,000 mg/dL.⁷ The minimum serum IgG concentration necessary for protection of neonatal kittens against infection is unknown. For the purposes of our study, adequate passive transfer of immunity in kittens was defined as peak serum IgG concentration > 800 mg/dL. The following comparisons were made among treatment groups: highest concentration of IgG in the serum (peak); percentage of kittens with peak serum IgG concentration > 800 mg/dL; interval during which serum IgG concentrations were > 800 mg/dL; time interval at which the lowest concentration of IgG in the serum (nadir) was detected; T½ of maternally derived and supplement-derived serum IgG; and efficiency of absorption of equine and feline IgG via oral or parenteral administration.

Colostrum-fed kittens—Peak serum IgG concentrations were detected 12 to 24 hours after parturition in all of the colostrum-fed kittens. Mean peak value for this group at 24 hours of age was 3,523 ± 571 mg of IgG/dL. All of the kittens had peak serum IgG concentrations that were > 800 mg/dL; however, peak serum IgG concentrations were not significantly correlated with the colostrum IgG concentration in the queens (r = 0.01, P = 0.1). The serum IgG concentration remained above 800 mg/dL for 7 days in all kittens and for 14 days in 7 of the 12 kittens. Serum IgG concentrations steadily declined to a nadir at 28 days in 6 of the other 6 kittens (Fig 1). The T½ of the maternally derived IgG was 11.8 ± 2.6 days.

Serum IgG concentrations in the groups receiving supplement SC—Peak serum IgG concentrations occurred between 24 and 36 hours of age in colostrum-deprived kittens that received supplemental IgG SC, and they exceeded 800 mg/dL in all kittens. The % AEA for feline IgG was comparable (P = 0.1) to that for equine IgG at both the 400-mg (23.3 ± 5.8% vs 22.0 ± 4.1%, respectively) and 800-mg (20.3 ± 2.3% vs 23.8 ± 5.5%, respectively) doses. Consequently, peak serum IgG concentrations were similar (P = 0.06) for kittens that received 400 mg of supplemental feline or equine IgG (1,181 ± 330 mg of IgG/dL vs 1,011 ± 180 mg of IgG/dL, respectively), and for kittens that received 800 mg of supplemental feline or equine IgG (1,703 ± 405 mg of IgG/dL vs 2,245 ± 594 mg of IgG/dL, respectively). Kittens that were administered 800 mg of IgG SC had significantly (P = 0.004) higher peak serum IgG concentrations as well as higher serum IgG concentrations during the first week of life, compared
with concentrations detected in kittens that were administered 400 mg SC (Fig 1).

In all kittens treated SC with feline IgG, the nadir in serum IgG concentration was detected at 28 days of age; the T½ of the supplement-derived feline IgG was similar \((P = 0.2)\) for the 400-mg \((11.5 \pm 1.0 \text{ days})\) and 800-mg \((10.6 \pm 1.3 \text{ days})\) doses and was comparable \((P = 0.3)\) to the T½ of the maternally derived IgG \((11.8 \pm 2.6 \text{ days})\) in colostrum-fed kittens.

The nadir in serum IgG concentration occurred between 14 and 28 days of age in kittens treated SC with 400 mg of equine IgG and at 28 to 42 days of age in kittens treated SC with 800 mg of equine IgG. The T½ of equine IgG was similar \((P = 0.2)\) for the 400-mg \((7.9 \pm 2.7 \text{ days})\) and 800-mg \((8.4 \pm 1.6 \text{ days})\) doses, but was significantly shorter than the T½ of feline IgG in colostrum-fed kittens \((P = 0.02)\) and kittens receiving feline IgG SC \((P = 0.04)\).

**Serum IgG concentrations in the groups receiving supplement PO**—Peak serum IgG concentrations were detected at 12 hours of age in all of the colostrum-deprived kittens that received supplemental IgG PO. The % AEA for feline IgG was comparable \((P = 0.3)\) to that for equine IgG at both the 400-mg \((15.1 \pm 4.7\% \text{ vs } 14.9 \pm 5.3\%, \text{ respectively})\) and 800-mg \((10.3 \pm 3.3\% \text{ vs } 11.7 \pm 1.9\%, \text{ respectively})\) doses.

Thus, peak IgG concentrations were similar \((P = 0.5)\) in kittens that received 400 mg of feline or equine IgG \((698 \pm 294 \text{ mg of IgG/dL vs } 703 \pm 208 \text{ mg of IgG/dL, respectively})\) and in kittens that received 800 mg of feline or equine IgG \((1,026 \pm 345 \text{ mg of IgG/dL vs } 1,116 \pm 133 \text{ mg of IgG/dL, respectively})\).

Compared with peak serum IgG concentration in kittens receiving 400 mg of supplemental IgG PO, those administered 800 mg of IgG PO had significantly \((P = 0.02)\) higher peak serum IgG concentrations. Fifteen of 17 kittens receiving 800 mg of IgG PO had peak serum IgG concentrations \(>800 \text{ mg/dL}; \) only 4 of 16 kittens treated with 400 mg of IgG PO had peak serum concentrations of that magnitude.

In contrast to colostrum-fed kittens and kittens that were administered IgG SC, none of the kittens that were given IgG PO maintained serum IgG concentrations of \(\geq 800 \text{ mg/dL} \) after 24 hours, and their serum IgG concentrations quickly declined to a nadir at 14 days of age (Fig 2). Via the oral route, the T½ values of feline and equine IgG were similar \((P = 0.06); \) T½ values at the 400-mg doses were \(6.3 \pm 1.3\) and \(4.7 \pm 1.8\) days, respectively, and at the 800-mg doses were \(7.4 \pm 3.0\) and \(5.4 \pm 0.8\) days, respectively.

**Comparison of PO and SC administration of IgG**—Peak serum IgG concentration was significantly \((P < 0.001)\) higher in colostrum-fed kittens, compared with that of colostrum-deprived kittens that were administered supplemental IgG (regardless of IgG source, dose, or route of administration). Kittens that received supplemental IgG SC had significantly \((P = 0.02)\) higher peak serum IgG concentration than that of kittens that received supplemental IgG PO. The absorption of sup-
sional IgG was more efficient \( (P = 0.009) \) via the SC route, compared with that achieved via the PO route.

For 2 weeks after achieving peak serum IgG concentration, the serum IgG concentration remained significantly \( (P < 0.001) \) higher in colostrum-fed kittens, compared with that in colostrum-deprived kittens that received supplemental IgG (Fig 1 and 2). During the first 2 weeks after birth, kittens that were administered IgG SC had significantly \( (P = 0.03) \) higher serum IgG concentration, compared with that of kittens that were administered IgG PO. The \( T_{1/2} \) of IgG in the sera of kittens administered IgG SC was significantly \( (P = 0.01) \) longer than that detected in kittens administered IgG PO. Consequently, the nadir in serum IgG concentration occurred 2 weeks earlier in kittens administered IgG PO than it did in kittens administered IgG SC. As a result of endogenous synthesis, the concentration of feline IgG was equivalent in all treatment groups by 6 weeks of age.

Comparison of bacterial opsonization by feline and equine IgG—The capacity of the feline and equine IgG supplements to opsonize bacteria for phagocytosis by feline neutrophils was determined in vitro. Each of the IgG supplements contained \( S \) aureus-specific antibodies in the indirect immunofluorescence assay. Opsonization of \( S \) aureus with serum containing 2,000 mg of feline IgG/dL resulted in significantly \( (P < 0.001) \) greater phagocytosis by feline neutrophils, compared with opsonization achieved with agammaglobulinemic serum (Fig 3). With serial dilution of the feline IgG, the opsonic activity decreased and below a concentration of 1,000 mg/dL, it was not significantly different from that achieved with agammaglobulinemic serum (Fig 3). In contrast to the effects of feline IgG, opsonization of \( S \) aureus with serum containing 2,000 mg of equine IgG/dL did not enhance phagocytosis to a greater extent than that detected for agammaglobulinemic serum alone.

Discussion

Provision of supplemental feline or equine IgG to colostrum-deprived kittens was more effective via the SC route than via PO administration; IgG supplements given SC resulted in greater absorption, higher peak serum IgG concentrations, serum IgG concentrations considered adequate for protection against infection in a greater number of kittens, and longer duration of these protective serum concentrations.

Some investigators have speculated that the less efficient absorption of IgG administered PO (compared with that achieved via SC administration) was the result of saturation of the macromolecular transport mechanism by nonimmunoglobulin proteins in the supplements. \(^{4,5}\) This does not entirely explain the lower absorption efficiency of IgG administered PO in kittens of the study reported here, because the purified equine IgG supplement was devoid of proteins that were contained in the feline IgG supplement, yet there was no difference in absorption. A more likely explanation for less efficient absorption of IgG administered PO was associated with transit time in the intestinal tract. Via PO administration, transit time for a bolus of IgG may limit the exposure time to the enterocytes, thereby limiting the amount of absorption by the nonspecific and FeRn transport mechanisms. Another explanation for less efficient absorption of IgG administered PO is the absence in that preparation of trypsin inhibitors that are naturally present in colostrum. These trypsin inhibitors protect colostral IgG from proteolytic degradation and thereby contribute to greater intestinal uptake, result-
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**Figure 3**—Comparison of bacterial opsonic activity in the feline and equine IgG preparations used as immunoglobulin supplements for treatment of colostrum-deprived kittens. Propidium-labeled \( S \) aureus were opsonized in agammaglobulinemic serum containing increasing concentrations of feline or equine IgG then added to feline neutrophils; mean ± SD percentage of neutrophils that phagocytosed bacteria was determined by flow cytometry. Plots illustrate percentage of neutrophils that phagocytosed bacteria opsonized by feline (closed circles; \( n = 20 \)) or by equine IgG (open circles; 11). *Significant \( (P < 0.05) \) difference between percentage of neutrophils that phagocytosed bacteria opsonized by feline IgG, compared with that for bacteria opsonized by equine IgG.

For 2 weeks after achieving peak serum IgG concentration, the serum IgG concentration remained significantly \( (P < 0.001) \) higher in colostrum-fed kittens, compared with that in colostrum-deprived kittens that received supplemental IgG (Fig 1 and 2).
achieve serum IgG concentrations comparable to those in colostrum-fed animals; in general, this was considered to be the result of underestimation of the amounts of supplement necessary to produce such serum concentrations. Similarly, treatment of colostrum-deprived kittens with feline or equine IgG did not produce serum IgG concentrations equal to those achieved by nursing kittens. However, correction of serum IgG to concentrations found in nursing neonates may not be necessary for protection; partial correction of FPT in calves and foals was considered clinically beneficial because of the significantly lower risk of death, compared with neonates with uncorrected FPT.

Many of the bacteria that cause neonatal septicemia are not species specific; antibodies derived from 1 species may protect other species from infection. Results of several studies\(^7\)\(^8\) have indicated that neonates may be protected from multiple pathogen challenges by administration of foreign IgG. In the study of this report, the feline IgG supplement significantly enhanced the phagocytosis of S aureus by feline neutrophils in vitro, but equine IgG did not (even though the equine IgG contained S aureus-specific antibodies). This finding suggested that equine IgG may opsonize bacteria, but the immune complexes may not bind to Fcγ receptors on feline neutrophils, or the binding is not effective in triggering the cascade of events necessary for inducing phagocytosis. Although there is evidence for conservation of Fcγ receptor structure and function in some species,\(^6\) neither feline neutrophil Fcγ receptors nor their affinity for IgG from other species has been characterized. The binding of equine IgG to feline and equine neutrophil Fcγ receptors requires further elucidation.

Although concentrations of equine IgG considered sufficiently protective are easily attained in kittens, failure of equine IgG to promote bacterial phagocytosis in vitro suggests that these antibodies may not achieve the therapeutic goal of preventing infection. The therapeutic efficacy may best be determined by challenging colostrum-fed kittens and colostrum-deprived kittens treated with feline or equine IgG with common bacterial pathogens.

\(^5\) Sigma Chemical Co, St Louis, Mo.
\(^6\) VMRD Inc, Pullman, Wash.
\(^7\) Eukanuba milk replacer formula for kittens, Iams Co, Dayton, Ohio.
\(^8\) Bioqual Inc, Rockville, Md.
\(^9\) Lyphomune, Bioqual Inc, Rockville, Md.
\(^10\) Histopaque-1077, Sigma Chemical Co, St Louis, Mo.
\(^11\) FCSort flow cytometer, Becton-Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, San Jose, Calif.
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